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“Biggest benefit from OneStream is having all 13 entities in the exact same format with
an easy way of consolidating the financials. I love the Excel add-in. It gives us the ability

to run great analysis quickly. It's been a pleasure working with CFO Solutions. The
biggest benefit is the expert knowledge they bring to the table. I try to come up with
difficult questions, and they always know the answer! They know OneStream inside

and out, how to make the system work for Centerline!”

      Centerline OneStream Administrator, Ryan Daley

Results

          Working  with Centerline to
implement OneStream, CFO Solutions was
able to create a “single source of truth”
that increased the efficiency of month-end
processes. And by enhancing reporting
tools CFO Solutions was able to help
Centerline answer questions and research
issues with added efficiency and accuracy. 

Challenges

          Centerline Communications was
          acquired by Audax in August 2021,
and planned for additional growth
through further acquisitions.  They
needed to find a partner that could
implement systems and efficiencies
that would allow Centerline to focus on
growth.  CFO Solutions already had
experience with implementations for
Audax entities and thus could provide
consistency in approach and allow
Centerline to focus on future
acquisitions.

          Initially, Centerline needed help
with Data Mapping. They had started
down this road, but the work was
incomplete and not documented
efficiently.  Additionally, they needed
help in streamlining processes to
accommodate additional acquired
entities, and iImprove efficiency by
reducing manual, Excel-based processes.
Lastly, they needed to accommodate a
new, global chart of accounts.

Solution

        CFO Solutions was hired to provide
        immediate assistance in implementing
OneStream to help increase efficiencies,
streamline processes and in general put a
system in place that allowed Centerline to
focus on the business of growing the
company and acquisitions.  By working
through the OneStream implementation,
Centerline was able to achieve a complete
and logical mapping of legacy CoAs to the
new, Global CoAs.

        One of the biggest benefits for
Centerline was the ease of transition from
implementation to productive use. CFO
Solutions was able to provide hands-on
training and enablement that quickly got
Centerline running their month-end
processes in OneStream.
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